Activity

Put the correct question word at the start of each sentence below. Then answer the question.

how - what - where - who

1  Sam: What is that on the path in front of us?
Rachel: __________________________________________

2  Sam: Who will look after it?
Rachel: __________________________________________

3  Sam: Where are we going to take it?
Rachel: __________________________________________

4  Rachel: How are we going to get it there?
Sam: __________________________________________

5  Lisa: What has happened to this poor bird?’
Rachel: __________________________________________

6  Rachel: What kind of bird is it?
Lisa: __________________________________________
Test yourself

What will you find at Haydon Island?
Find 15 words below, then you will see what arrived from America.

S M U G G L E R S T
R B S E N G I N E R
A E A P L A N T S U
N A I P I E R R B C
G C L P A P I O O K
E H S E R S V P A S
R B I R D S E E T E
S R A D I O R S S A
L I G H T H O U S E

S M U G G L E R S T
R B S E N G I N E R
A E A P L A N T S U
N A I P I E R R B C
G C L P A P I O O K
E H S E R S V P A S
R B I R D S E E T E
S R A D I O R S S A
L I G H T H O U S E

Answer: beach, birds, boats, engine, lighthouse, pie, plants, radio, rangers, river, ropes, sails, sea, smugglers, truck, papers.
**Key (KET) – Speaking**

**Work in pairs. One of you read the sign in the window of the village shop, the other has come to buy ice cream. Use the prompts to get the ice cream you want!**

Village Shop  
Open 7 days a week  
08.30 – 17.30

We sell fresh vegetables, local cheeses and bread

Lots of different ice creams  
Chocolate, strawberry, mint, raspberry, vanilla...!  
£1.99 – £2.49

• when / shop open?  
• what / sell?  
• what / ice cream?  
• how much?
Focus on...

ALL ABOUT FOXES

Foxes can be found all over Britain. Traditionally thought of as being sly and cunning, they are very clever and adaptable creatures.

Fox hunting is now banned, but foxes are not welcomed by everyone and still suffer cruelty in some areas. Foxes are very distinctive, but people are often surprised at just how small they are. They have a similar shape to a small dog, pointed ears and bushy tail or ‘brush’.

A major reason for the fox’s success is its varied eating habits. Foxes are omnivores, which means they will eat virtually anything they come across.